
Industry Challenge
Organizations are under increasing pressure to invest in—and 
demonstrate  the effectiveness of ESG initiatives. Pre-built, one-
size-fits-all solutions are not sustainable, because they: 

• Vary widely across industries and from organization to 
organization

• Lack standardized reporting requirements
• Require gathering and integrating multiple,  

disconnected datasets
• Are subject to both changing regulations and  

evolving market forces.

Unqork SolutionA comprehensive solution for ESG 

data collection and validation.

Power ESG Initiatives across industries:

+ Asset Management

+ Banking

+ Capital Markets

The leading Codeless-as-a-Service platform

A completely visual way to develop complex,  

enterprise-grade software faster at  

a significantly lower cost.

With Unqork, you can quickly and easily meet all of these 
challenges. Rapidly deliver robust, easy-to-manage ESG 
applications and quickly adapt them as data collection and 
reporting requirements evolve:

• Flexibility in sources and methods of data collection 
• Ability to expose built applications to external users (e.g., 

suppliers/vendors)
• Pixel-perfect branding
• Agility in changing rules and calculation
• Ease of integrations with reporting, calculation,  

and climate action services
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Problem   
A large global bank’s private equity and 
credit fund targeting environmental  
sustainability startups needed a  
structured approach to collecting ESG 
data from its portfolio companies.  The 
solution required a high degree  of 
flexibility and customization of the UI/
UX to meet the specific data  collection 
needs of companies’ portals as well as 
the bank’s branding.

Solution   
The bank used Unqork to  digitize  
ESG data collection,  using a combination 
of direct API connections.  The application 
applied the bank’s branding and created a 
custom experience per company based on 
the  particular circumstances of  the entity.

Impact   
• Delivered Production ready solution in 16 
weeks
• Reduced risk of reporting errors, 
shrunk time to report, and increased user 
satisfaction
• Increased visibility into WEF and Paris 
Agreement commitments using Unqork to 
track financed emissions.
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